1st USA West Coast International Taichi Championship

On September 4th, 2016
San Mateo, CA

Organized by USA Taichi Culture Foundation
Hosted by Sing Tao USA

USA Taichi Culture Foundation (USATCF) and Sing Tao USA are pleased
to announce the debut of the “First USA West Coast International Taichi
Championship” at the annual Sing Tao Expo on September 4, 2016 in San Mateo,
California. This is the first collaboration between the media giant and USATCF,
founded by World Taichi Champion Master Yunjian Zou.
This competition focuses on the art of Taichi bringing together traditional
and modern practitioners alike, and to build a bridge between East and West. It
gives practitioners a challenge and the opportunity to experience Taichi on a
competitive level; an incentive to train and to be able to excel onto the world
championship stage. No matter which style of Taichi or the goal of each
competitor, this contest welcomes all practitioners regardless of age or skill level.
Another purpose of organizing this event is to raise awareness; that Taichi
has long been recognized as part of Traditional Chinese Medicine and supports
those who seek the health benefits in practicing Taichi.
Highlights of this event include awards presented by USATCF to teachers,
whose dedication through teaching and educating, contributed enormously in
spreading the art of Taichi into the Western World, and an exclusive guest
demonstration by the “China Professional Taichi Team.”
Sing Tao USA is one of the largest Chinese media in the world. Aside from
its daily newspaper, it also has Chinese Radio on AM1400 and Sing Tao Internet
TV.
USATCF was founded by Master Yunjian Zou. The mission of his
foundation is “Bridging the World through the Essence of Taichi.”
Master Zou believes this event presents an excellent platform to benefit the growth
of the Taichi community. It provides the opportunity for those who wish to learn
more, to share ones experience and knowledge. The competition aspect serves as a
tool to train and practice, elevating the skills of each.

